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WHO WE ARE?

Independent NGO/media organizationn
established 15 years ago

Started under the USAID grant, with technical 
assistance from the New York University 
School of Journalism and the Journalism 
Development Group. 

Professional, responsible, well organized 
group, with respective track record of  
corrective actions following our stories



TOPICS OF INTEERST

Corruption and organized crime are remaining the main focus of our work in 

selecting topics for investigation, particularly in areas listed bellow: 

• Public Employment

• Public Administration

• Judiciary 

• Public Procurement

• Database on politicians’ assets, Accountability and Transparency 

of Political leaders 

Along with investigative stories, as main product work, databases are one of 

additional products of potential use for other interested parties, such as civil 

society organizations and fellow journalists, and other interested stakeholders. 





Cooperation with Anti-Corruption Office in Sarajevo

Based on our methodology used in collecting and verifying information assets of 
politicians, CIN looked at the assets of Sarajevo based majors. 
Every year, Cantonal office holders are obliged to declare to the Bureau properties, 
gifts and revenue that they and their spouses, children and parents acquired before 
those can be verified by the watchdog’s officials.
5 heads of municipalities and the city major were not transparent about their 
properties that they and their family members acquired in 2019. CIN reporters 
tracked down a total of 13 such properties.
After information was revealed, the Bureau for Fight Against Corruption and Quality 
Management of Sarajevo Canton started verifying their asset declarations.
“Based on allegations published in a CIN investigation, the Bureau initiated 
procedures to verify asset declarations and the sources and types of income spent 
on buying property,” said the Bureau’s Head Erduan Kafedžić.
In the wake of CIN’s story about undeclared assets of Sarajevo leaders and their 
families, the Sarajevo Mayor and 2 heads of municipalities have revealed those 
properties in their 2020 declarations. 




